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How to play zombies on black ops 4

Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 takes players into the bone-icy epic story of the Zombies universe with plenty of mystery, supernatural intrigue, and hordes on hordes of the living dead. Right now, you can delve into three unique experiences in this game mode: IX, Voyage of Despair, and Blood of the Dead. And if you've downloaded any of the
black ops pass editions, you can add Classified to the mix. Take a deep breath, steel yourself, and face the undead head-on. Game tutorials Should this be your first time playing zombies, we highly recommend diving in both tutorials. The basic and advanced tutorials are available in the main menu via the Select Map/Mode button. Here
you can learn everything from how to kill zombies to navigate the new features included in Black Ops 4's Zombies mode. This knowledge buff is worth your time, for both novices and veterans alike. Dip your feet in the level 1 beginner's playlist, your public playlists include the beginner game list. Here you get a few things that are meant to
facilitate the whole experience, such as gentler Zombies and increased health. Like Tutorials, this playlist is meant to help newer players and provide a relaxed experience. If you like this style of play but are past level 20, you can choose casual difficulty level and play a Solo or Private Match. Deciding what cards to play on Black Ops 4
gives players the most Zombies experiences at launch, each with plenty of undead secrets to unlock. While we recommend playing them all to get a personal feel for each one, here's an idea of what each one offers: IX Transported over millennia, Scarlett, Diego, Bruno and Shaw find themselves trapped in a sinister ritual where they are
plunged into brutal gladiatorial combat against waves of unnatural enemies that stand between them and the high priest of Chaos... Fight in an ancient coliseum against zombie Tigers, Undead Gladiators, and the massive Blightfathers to get closer to the mysterious high priest. This is also the card featured in the beginners playlist, you
should take our advice and play a few games in this playlist first, that's what you will encounter. Voyage of Despair Four intrepid adventurers board the RMS Titanic to pull off a daring heist involving a mysterious artifact. Little do Scarlett Rhodes, Diego Necalli, Bruno Delacroix and Stanton Shaw suspect that a giant iceberg will be the least
of their problems... Set on the RMS Titanic, our heroes must retrieve the Sentinel Artifact and return the ship's passengers back to human form. Of course, because it's titanic, you also need to pump water out of the ship by draining it from Cargo Hold and Boiler Room. Otherwise, you may face a cold, watery, zombie-filled tomb. Blood of
the Dead In their mission to secure a better future, Richtofen, Dempsey, and Nikolai travel to a secret laboratory under the iconic Alcatraz, where they realize that the future they were trying to secure is now in grave danger... This reimagined version of the Black Ops II Zombies adventure Mob of the Dead takes place on Alcatraz Island
and expands the story and features the zombies' original heroes.  Classified Humanity must put an end to war - or war will put an end to humanity. (JFK, 1961) A reimagined version of Black Ops Zombies map Five, our heroes must examine the Pentagon and find Cold War Remedy known as project Skadi Prototype. Classified is available
via Black Ops Pass. Load Out Before you roll out as you level up in Zombies, you will unlock create-a-class options that you can equip before you load into each game. These options include perks, potions, talismans and weapons. Perks are items that can be purchased in-game to give your character specific boosts. These boosts include
Stamin-Up, which increases movement and sprint speed as well as regenerating endurance faster. Each of the perks is put in a predetermined location on the map and can be purchased with points. The last benefit in the create-a-class gets a special modifier, which allows a special modifix to perk. For example, when placed in the last
slot in create-a-class, The Stamin-Up perk also gives you unlimited sprinting and the ability to fire weapons while sprinting. Potions and talismans are limited utility benefits that can be made in the lab with Nebulium Plasma, which is earned while playing zombies. Potions are activated via the D-pad on console controllers, and talismans
directly change your character by giving you permanent benefits for that game, such as starting the fight with a specific weapon or perk. Weapons are broken up into three sections. The first is Equipment, which are items that are reloaded over time like Frag grenades. The other is your special weapon; This also charges over time and can
do a large amount of damage to tons of zombies. The last section is the starting weapon or the weapon you have as you spawn into the game. Your starting weapon and all weapons available on the walls of the game, including most Mystery Box weapons, can be equipped with attachments via the Armory tab. More weapons can be
customized when you rank up, and attachments to specific weapons can be unlocked by serving kills with that weapon. Communication is Key Zombies is a team effort: up to four players can teams up to fight the undead, and public battles automatically fill lobbies with four players. Your team may have trouble surviving the undead for a
long time without knowing what each other is doing. One suggestion is to come up with a strategy in the pre-game lobby before preparing up and continuing to communicate clearly (and nicely!) with your fellow survivors while you play. This may To each other to open doors, kill the last zombie in a round, or complete steps to unlock a
hidden area or weapon. Alternatively, solo players can load up a private game with up to three AI characters for some practice. This will allow you to play with a full squad, so not only will you be able to have some backup, you can enjoy the incredible dialogue that these characters have throughout their adventures. Find some friends'
public matches automatically puts you in a lobby with three other players, but sometimes you might want to get into a fight with the undead along with your best friends. Load into a private game and party up with your friends and you can spend day and night battling the undead together. Whether it's in a public battle, in a private game
with a full party from around the world, or on a local server for a late night LAN session, zombies are thoroughly fun with a full squad – search for the ever-elusive Easter eggs hidden throughout the adventure. Now that you have an idea of what you need to survive against the undead hordes, get out there, load some zombies, and enjoy
hours of endless mysteries and survival, all for the fate of the universe! For more intel on Call of Duty: Black Ops 4, be sure to visit CallofDuty.com/blackops4 and follow @CallofDuty and @Treyarch on Twitter. Last Updated: 2019/8/21 23:23 Learn the Basics of Zombies Mode in CoD: BO4! From the different maps in Zombies Mode, how
to use points and what to do, we have you covered in this beginner basics and review! Zombies Mode is a game mode in Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 where you can play on 3-4 different cards, kill zombies while following an underlying story or mystery! Kill ZombiesZombie Mode will get you to defend yourself against waves of zombies in a
map that expands over time! Performed in WavesZombies spawns in waves, making you fight a certain number of them per wave. Every wave will spawn, faster, harder and more dangerous zombies! General flow of ModeSequenceWhat Happens1Zombies Spawn2Kill Zombies3Wave Ends4Ready Up For The Next Wave5Rinse &amp;
RepeatThe core mechanic of zombies in CoD: BO4 is how long you will be able to survive. Your survival depends on how well your team cooperates with each other. Play with others or aloneYou will have the option of how you want to play Zombies Mode.Playing With Friends/ StrangersYou will be able to play Zombies Mode with other
players online. This includes your friends! Don't forget to communicate with each other in order to survive longer. Playing Solo/With BotsYou can also choose to go on it alone, or play with AI-controlled bots when taking on the waves of zombies. Keep in mind that you need to create a custom game in order to play solo or with bots. Cards
in Zombies ModeYou will be able to play in three cards when playing Zombies Cards are listed belowIXFight mod Zombies in an arena with a bloodthirsty crowd cheering for you to lose. The waves won't stop until you're dead! Voyage Of DespairUcover the secrets of Sentinel Artifact as you try to stay alive in a cruise ship, after recently
hitting an iceberg. Blood Of The DeadFight to stay alive in a prison crawl with zombies. No escapes alive! Rated Classified is a Zombies mode card that comes with the Black Ops Pass. You can purchase the pass for USD49.99.Map Per Edition TableDeluxeProCollectorsIXOOOOVoyage Of DespairOOOOBLOod Of The
DeadOOOOClassified×OOOThe Classified Map is part of the Black Ops Pass and will be available to play on the Deluxe, Pro, and Collectors Editions of the game. Points is the most important currency you use in Zombies Mode. They are an integral part of the development of the game. How to get pointsYou can earn points by doing the
following actionsDamaging and Killing ZombiesRepairing BarriersReviving TeammatesCollecting PowerupsUses Of PointsAs an integral part of the game, these are the use of points in Zombies ModeOpening DoorsFirst priority for point consumption. Opening doors will allow you to unlock new areas for you to explore. This allows you to
move around the map, and avoid being penetrated in one and another part of zombies. It also allows you to open areas that contain great weapons, perks and more! Buying weapons &amp; ammunitionYou start Zombie Mode with only one gun. But as you start to rack up points, you will be able to buy weapons and ammunition from the
wall to arm yourself with better gear to kill zombies! Using The Mystery BoxUsing the Mystery Box will consume some of your points and reward you with a random weapon. These weapons can range from very powerful to useless, so use Mystery Box at your own risk! Buying Perks are useful boosts in the game that give you various
temporary gameplay benefits. There are perks that increase your stamina, reduce the time before you regenerate health, and more! Check out all Perks List! Using The Pack A Punch MachineThe Pack A Punch Machine will upgrade your currently equipped weapons in stronger versions of themselves. But it will consume a hefty amount
of your points. Power Ups are gold icons dropped by zombies. They emit a green glow, and give you a temporary boost when collected. Keep an eye out for these power ups to give you a little advantage in zombies! Power Ups ListHere are the following power ups found in Zombies Mode, along with what they do: Insta-KillDealing any
amount of damage will instantly kill a zombie. Double PointsEarn doubles the number of points that are regularly rewarded when you perform all actions that award points. Max AmmoFully fills the ammunition pool of both of your weapons. NukeI immediately destroys zombies to in the wave. Carpenter Immediately boards up all windows
that can be repaired. TalismansTalismans are permanent boosts that you can equip for characters in before the match starts. These talismans offer various gameplay benefits, and can range from common to legendary rarities. Rarities.
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